WHY FIGHT RACKETEERING & CORRUPTION TO SAVE OUR SUPER FUNDS?
As the QLD Law Society explained, we have the proof, where our ex-QDPP rogue
Barrister Davida Ellen Williams used this scam to work for $20 p/h as a trained Crown
Public Prosecutor, to try 4 times to have our team given fraudulent criminal records, so
you would not believe this Crown evidence. When Davida failed, she was forced to go to
prison over a 6 bank $1.3m scam to cover up the 'Site Solutions' protection racket to
steal our superfund profits. Thanks to the QLS Law Reform for Solicitors to first defend the
law and not their clients, as known or self confessed criminals, the smart Supreme Court
Judge John Byrne warned, the penalty to this (Legal Services Commission style) crime is
a 5yr jail term. Therefore, our Head Contractor's Solicitors refused to run the scam and
notified our Solicitor Adam Sambrook who explained to me how this scam works:1.

a/ Our HEHS superfund via Badja Pty Ltd, our construction company would be
allowed to build our 22 block subdivision just short of completion. The scam, to
use sabotage, intimidation and Police confirmed hidden Police Crime Reports on
violence. This is known as Criminal Code Sect. 399.
b/ We would be fraudulently liquidated, then as fraudulent creditors the Head
Contractor Rob Wilson would then gain BCC on-maintenance, sell off the project for
an estimated $4.4m reward to pay the kickbacks and bribes to the officials that
controlled the 'Site Solutions' Protection Racket.
c/ Therefore, Queensland Court of Appeal Judge, John Muir asked why would you self
liquidate your own construction company for $10,000? Our obvious motive, for Muir
to answer his own question and put the racketeers into prison.***

2.

a/ As an ex-BCC employee, having worked in the inspection section, then as a prison
reform consultant with a basic knowledge of criminology, we were very much aware
Police cannot lay criminal charges without hard evidence. So we followed BCC /
SAA style procedure, best described by the CIB as natural or holistic justice. In brief,
to let the scam run its natural course. In the belief the Police would support the QLS
Judge Pat Shanahan's opinion 'That ours is the best case for the International
Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation Act style law reform.'
b/ Having met with the Premier Campbell Newman, under Police direction and
having previously been directed by former Premier Peter Beattie to use his
Community Cabinet, who directed I volunteer this $1m budget to, quote, “Find the
solution.” You must demand an answer as to why our superfund beneficiaries lost
an estimated $125,000 gift or reward each and have been treated with contempt,
because they live in fear of proven violence and intimidation. As Dr. Frank Walsh
Clinical psychologist explained in brief 'As the son of a WO1 in the RAAF you were
trained to do your duty, follow orders and protect your Mother's superfund
benefit.'

3.

It was explained to me yesterday by our case officer Phil Rigby in brief 'This is not
part of a $1b scam but more of a $100b industry.' Therefore, honest Police, public
servants, Judges and Barristers down to Mental Health forensic consultants live in
fear and confirm “You will not get justice.” Therefore, Police Admin, Prosecution,
Union and Media 'whistleblowers' confirm the existence of what is known as the
'Police Risk Management Dept.' who was responsible for working with Davida to
lay fraudulent criminal charges for forgery, theft, child assault and child molestation
against us so with fraudulent criminal records our credibility would be destroyed.
What is the reason for them trying to destroy our credibility? Obvious,
kickbacks and bribes!

4.

Our latest attack has been via the Police Risk Management Dept. to use the Mental
Health Act. It is common procedure as Phil Rigby confirmed, to be held down against
your will and given a needle and be turned into a vegetable and locked behind steel
bars. The crime being, that as a HEHS superfund director it is my responsibility to
stand up for the superfund victims but in so doing I am judged to be a risk to society.
What do we have to do to have you check these facts and support the Criminal
Code Sect. 399? The obvious international solution as the next step must be to
follow the lead of the Fraud Squad who said, quote “Get your (Racketeering
Influenced Corrupt Organisation) act together or you will be out the door so fast
your bum won't touch the ground.”

5.

Please live in the real world as President Obama said “We know what has to be
done, but who has the courage to do it?” He was talking about the reported use of
nerve gas in Syria, to kill their own citizens. My point being,
WHO STAND UP FOR THE VICTIMS?

6.

I advertised for a criminologist in the Courier Mail, I received several replies, but noone had the courage to test our case. It's been explained to me through the Mental
Health Act that they do not believe I am delusional. To mean, our claim that the 'Site
Solutions' Protection Racket is every bit as real as (i) the Nigerian Inheritance
scam. (ii) The Ponzi scam. (iii) The sub-prime mortgage loan scam. Therefore,
based on psychology it is our responsibility to protect all superfunds. As my son Aran
and others have all confirmed, the need to move forward. Therefore, I beg you, after
10yrs our $1m budget has all but been exhausted with 14 Judges being tricked,
cheated and deceived by Davida. The Prime Minister's and Premier's solution is now
provided free from your local Police Station. All you have to do is collect a copy of the
ACCC Little Black Book of Scams and read page 16, explaining the most common
small business scam. As our case proves, where a fraudulent invoice was used on
my 94yr old Mother as a mortgage home loan scam to steal her home, if she did not
pay this fraudulent invoice. Mum finally rang the Mental Health forensic expert Dr.
Michele Pathè and explained her fear that she would lose her home as a mortgage
condition, if she did not pay this fraudulent invoice and therefore be forced to live in a
Caravan Park. The Mental Health Act condition being, that I would not be forced to
take medication if I agreed to ongoing counselling to deny justice to our superfund
victims. However, the Mental Health Act team acknowledge organised crime exists
but agree (i) you will not get justice. (ii) Shit Happens. (iii) This is a $billion industry.
Therefore, I have been advised by Phil Rigby there is a very real outcome I will be
collected by the Police, forcibly held down, given a needle and locked up behind steel
bars.
I HAVE HAD TO LIVE WITH THIS FEAR FOR THE PAST 10YRS! PLEASE I BEG
YOU, SAVE ME FROM BEING GIVEN A NEEDLE AND TURNED INTO A
VEGETABLE, BEHIND STEEL BARS.
To
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Signed John Bright

Email: brights@live.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
1 Manley Drive
Montville Qld 4560
Ph: (07) 5478 5906

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.

CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

